
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 



The Mediterranean basin is famous for its natural diversity, but also an area 

with pressing environmental problems. 

Apart from general issues such as waste management, water and air pollution 

and their effects on the population’s health, these countries face severe 

challenges through desertification, deforestation and threats to biodiversity 

caused directly by environmental change and with severe implications for their 

economies, especially regarding agriculture and the tourism sector. 

change management will be crucial to seize socioeconomic opportunities linked 

to environmental change and minimize its risk. 
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*MEHMED  projec t arrives  to
 halfway s tage!                 

After a  year and half of the project life,  to pres ent the following news letter with lates t news  and goals

accomplis hed.  

 

This issue of the newsletter combines French and English, two ofûıcial languages used in our project.

*Lates t news  about Mehmed

Covid-19,  environmental change  &

res ilent soc ieties  in the  mediterranean:

The  Mehmed Contributions                       

 

            

                                                                               
When confronting a pandemic, we must save our
nature to save ourselves.                                    

Read More

Great News ! The  Mehmed Mas ter's  fully

acc reditated in all the  Moroccan

Univers ities  involved in the  projec t

         

During the next academic course 2020/21 it will be
possible to be enrolled in the Mehmed Master in all the
Morocco Higher Education Institution (HEI) involved in
the project. 

Read More

O�c ial launch of the  UNIMED

SubNetwork  on C limate  and

Environmental Change

                                       
                                                             
The ofûıcial launch of the UNIMED Subnetwork on
Climate and Environmental Change has arrived
inspired and promoted by MEHMED. 

 

Read More

C lus ter Meeting monotoring organis ed by the  Nationak  E rasmus+ O�ce

Morocco

The Mehmed project had an active role in the monitoring cluster meeting organized by the National
Erasmus+ Morocco Ofûıce.

Read More

Monitoring Vis it Organis ed by National

E rasmus  O�ce+ Algérie

On July 17, 2020, took place a Zoom - Meeting organized by
the National Erasmus+ Algeria Ofûıce with the universities of
the consortium from Algeria.

Read More
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Covid-19 et Environnement.  Pour une  coopération élargie  en Méditerranée  une

trans ition verte  

La padémie du Covid-19 a affecté durement les économies et les systèmes de santé publique de tous les
pays et à un degré plus grand ceux du bassin méditerranéen.

Read More
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STUDENTS WEB REGISTRATION     
           
Are you a Student interested on environmental degree? 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Do you want to study an enviromental International Master? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Do not miss the opportunity and save your place. Check your university
and request more information instantly! 
 

      
 

   TUNISSIE
 

 
If you want to be registred to our MEHMED Master in University of Sousse. 
    
 
Please contact: cthabet@gmail.com 
 
 
If you want to be registred to our MEHMED Master in University of
Monastir.    
 
Please contact: hatem.dhaouadi.fsm@gmail.com    
 

 
    MARROC

 



 
 
 
If you want to be registred to our MEHMED Master in University Sidi
Mohamed Ben Abdellah.  
 
Please contact: laaouanemoh@yahoo.fr 
 

If you want to be registred to our MEHMED Master in Université Mohammed
Premier Oujda.  
 
Please contact: mchourak00@gmail.com

 
 
 

   ALGERIE 
       

 
 

 
If you want to be registred to our MEHMED Master in Universit de Bordja
Bou Arreridj.  
 
Please contact: hellati_abdelhak@yahoo.fr 
 

If you want to be registred to our MEHMED Master in University of
Mostagem. 
 
Please contact: belkacem.absar@univ-mosta.dz

 
 
 
 

Follow us on social networks and find out
what's new! 
 

          



  

*Latest news about Mehmed
Training teachers of the
environmental change
master's degree in the
mediterranean in the
Maghreb
Within the framework of the
MEHMED PROJECT (Mediterranean
Environmental Change Master Study
and Ecosystem Building), the
Department of Geography of the
UdG is carrying out, from 4 to 6
November, an intensive online
training seminar. 
 
Read more 

Mehmed ERASMUS +
University of Monastir (UM), is
engaged in an Erasmus +project,
MEHMED coordinated by the
University of Girona in Spain. 
 
Read More
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*Editorial                 
In recent years, the demonstrations experienced by the population have been especially

circumscribed to the environment of climate change, so for example severe floods or drastic

droughts have affected the future of many countries and many people. This kind of situation, that

has been amply documented, is having a much harder impact on the Mediterranean countries,

among other large regions of the planet. Therefore, the Mediterranean is one of the areas where

both training and policies urgently need to be adapted to this new environmental, economic and

social reality. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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This year, the importance of environmental change has been dramatically marked by the COVID-

19 pandemic, which is linked to unsustainable development models that have favoured

deforestation processes and land use and land cover change in many parts of the planet. This

terrible pandemic that has endangered the economic well-being of our countries, by for example

producing a dramatic reduction in tourism – one of the main economic sources in most

Mediterranean countries – ultimately threatens the well-being of many people. In fact, this is

another derivative of the environmental change. Therefore, training and research become key

aspects in helping people to have the knowledge and skills that should allow us to redefine

our economy, our society and our lives to be more resilient to this new scenario of present

and future. 
 
We would like to wish you a Happy New Year 2021!! 
 

*Latest news about Mehmed
Presentation of the
Mehmed project in the
University of Sousse
The University of Sousse has held a
webinar where took place the
presentation of the ERASMUS +
MEHMED project and the
international professional master's
degree which will begin very soon. 
Read More 
 

 

2 years of Mehmed project
On January 16, 2021 the Mehmed
project turns 2 years old, a key
moment to assess its evolution and
future perspectives.  
Read More

Steering Committee (SC)
meeting Constantine 3
After the meetings in Girona, Sousse
and Paris, it was the turn of the SC
meeting organized by the University

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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of Constantine 3 (Algeria) on 9th and
10th of December. 
Read More

The 1rst master starts in
the Université Mohamed
Premier (UMP)
Extraordinary interest in the master
as a total of 1400 students have pre-
registered.  
Read More

Mehmed teacher training
done in november
The Department of Geography of the
UdG has carried out an intensive
online training seminar on various
teaching methodologies for the
professors of the eight universities of
Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia. 
Read More

Mehmed master fully
accredited in Tunisia
The Mehmed Master is fully
accredited in both Tunisian Higher
Education Institutions (HEIs)
involved in the project so it will be
possible to be enrolled in
the University of Sousse and
the University of Monastir. 
Read More

We are ready!!
Do not miss the coordinator of
MEHMED explaining the master
fundamentals and its objectives. 
Read More
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Master Mehmed starts in
Constantine 3
Discover how Latifa Boulahia, the
coordinator of master from University
of Constantine 3
(Algeria) encourages us to join
Master MEHmed. 
Read More
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